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Abstract: The Cambridge Structural Database was surveyed for crystals featuring I· · ·Br secondary-
bonding in their supramolecular assemblies occurring independently of other obvious supramolec-
ular synthons and devoid of other halogen bonding interactions. In all, 41 crystals satisfied these
criteria, with nine examples of zero-dimensional aggregation (uniformly two-molecule aggregates)
and 30 one-dimensional chains of varying topology (linear, zigzag and helical). There is one example
each of two- and three-dimensional patterns. Type-I, type-II and intermediate bonding situations
are apparent; for type-II bonding, the ratio of iodide:bromide functioning as the electrophile is 2:1.
Most molecules participated, on average, in one I· · ·Br contact, although smaller numbers of half
(zero-dimensional) or two contacts (two- and three-dimensional) were observed. The propensity of
the formation of related halogen bonding interactions in congeners of the 41 investigated crystals was
also studied. Congeners were apparent for 11 crystals, with seven of these exhibiting isostructural
relationships, in terms of space-group symmetry and unit-cell parameters. Isostructural relationships
do not ensure the formation of analogous aggregation patterns, particularly and in accord with expec-
tation, for the lighter halides. When formed, often distinct aggregation patterns are observed despite
the isostructural relationships. Hetero-atomic halogen bonding offers surprises and opportunities in
crystal engineering endeavours.

Keywords: secondary-bonding; halogen bonding; I· · ·Br contacts; X· · ·X’ contacts; supramolecular
chemistry; σ–hole; coordination polymers; crystal structures

1. Introduction

In supramolecular chemistry, halogen bonding refers to the phenomenon whereby
a halide atom engages in an attractive interaction with an electron-rich site. X-ray crys-
tallographic evidence for such an interaction dates back to a report in 1954 [1] where a
supramolecular, one-dimensional chain was formed in the 1:1 multi-component crystal
formed between Br2 and dioxane, Figure 1. The magnitude of the Br· · ·O separation is
2.72 Å, a value intermediate between the sum of the covalent radii (1.89 Å) and van der
Waals radii (3.37 Å) for bromide and oxygen [2]; the Br–Br· · ·O angle is almost linear at
178.3◦. This mode of assessment for a non-covalent interaction based on distance criteria
establishes the Br· · ·O interaction under the aegis, “secondary-bonding interaction” [3], a
concept built upon earlier reviews of molecules presenting similar non-covalent interac-
tions [4–6]. In its simplest form, a “secondary-bonding interaction” may be defined as an
intermolecular contact between a pair of atoms occurring beyond the sum of their covalent
radii and below the sum of their van der Waals radii [3], and therefore is most conveniently
identified in X-ray crystal structures. In this respect, this term covers interactions which are
now classified as halogen bonding interactions; indeed, Alcock highlighted halogen bond-
ing interactions in the review entitled “Secondary-bonding to nonmetallic elements” [3].
While the focus in the present commentary is upon X-ray crystallographic experiments, it
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must be noted that experimental evidence for related secondary-bonding/halogen bonding
interactions occurring between I2 and NH3 dates back over two centuries [7,8].

Figure 1. A view of a portion of the one-dimensional chain formed in the 1:1 multi-component
crystal comprising Br2 and dioxane. The molecule lies on a mirror plane as do the oxygen atoms of
the dioxane molecule. Further, each component is disposed over a centre of inversion. The colour
code in this and subsequent diagrams: bromide, dark green; oxygen, red; carbon, grey. Non-acidic
hydrogen atoms are omitted for reasons of clarity. The halogen bond is represented by the dashed,
multi-coloured bond coded in accordance with the participating atoms, in this case dark green
and red.

While the interaction of two ostensibly electron-rich species might be perplexing,
this is resolved in terms of the result of an anisotropic distribution of electron density
around the halide atom. As introduced by Politzer et al. [9], there is an electron-deficient
region at the extension of a, for example, C–X bond, where X is a halide with a build-up
of electron density around the belt of the atom, which is perpendicular to the C–X bond
in three dimensions. This distribution leads to a patch at the tip of X, termed a σ–hole,
capable of behaving as an electrophile towards various nucleophiles, D, that typically but
not exclusively include oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur or, relevant to the present study, another
halide [9–11]. As most halides form a single covalent bond, C–X· · ·D halogen bonds are
linear or close to linear, implying a high tendency towards directionality. This feature,
coupled by the strength of these interactions, that is, akin to conventional hydrogen
bonding interactions, gives rise to obvious parallels between halogen and hydrogen
bonding [12–15]. Under comparable circumstances, the strength of a halogen bond follows
the order I > Br > Cl >> F, reflecting the greater polarizability of iodide compared with the
lighter halides. However, altering the nature of the carbon (or indeed other atom) bound to
the halide through the moderation of electronic and/or steric effects allows for fine tuning
of the strength and directionality of a putative halogen bonding interaction. This opens up
a gamut of potential applications based on halogen bonding [16–18], not just for crystalline
materials—for example, soft materials [19]—in the solution state [20–22] and in biologically
relevant systems [23,24], and not exclusively for organic systems but those involving halide
bound to metals [25–27]. Halogen bonding is now a mature discipline in supramolecular
chemistry, including in crystal engineering endeavours [28,29].

Herein, in continuation of systematic surveys of non-covalent interactions operating
in the crystals of main group element compounds [30–36] and more recently, halides
participating in delocalised X· · ·π(arene) interactions [37], an analysis of crystal structures
included in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [38] for a relatively rare class of
secondary-bonding interaction is undertaken, namely hetero-halide interactions involving
iodide interacting with bromide. As indicated above, iodide is anticipated to form the
strongest halogen bonding interactions, at least under comparable conditions, and it was
thought to be of interest to ascertain the robustness of this precept in the presence of its most
potent likely competitor, namely bromide, in crystals where both elements are present. In
the first part of this analysis, the supramolecular architectures featuring I· · ·Br interactions
operating independently of other supramolecular associations such as hydrogen bonding
and other halogen bonding are described and categorised in terms of the dimension of
the resulting aggregation pattern. Following this, congeners of the crystals categorised
in the first part are identified in the CSD and an analysis undertaken for the presence of
analogous X· · ·X’ interactions, where X and X’ are the same or different halides, in order to
assess the pervasiveness of such contacts in crystals, as X and X’ are systematically varied.
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2. Methods

The data discussed in this bibliographic review of the crystallographic literature were
obtained after a systematic search of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD, version
5.41 and three updates) [38] with the use of the integrative program ConQuest (version
2.0.4) [39]. The analysis entailed the search of all crystal structures featuring I· · ·Br contacts
less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of iodide (1.98 Å) and bromide (1.75 Å), that
is, 3.83 Å; the chosen van der Waals radii are as in the CSD. Crystal structures that had
disorders, had errors, contained ions, were polymeric and had transition metal or main
group elements heavier than selenium were excluded. The search returned 63 structures
which were filtered to removed duplicates and structures where the putative I· · ·Br inter-
action was cooperating with hydrogen bonding or some other recognised supramolecular
association. This resulted in 58 independent crystal structures. In order to enable a focus
on the impact of I· · ·Br interactions upon the molecular packing, the structures were then
evaluated for additional halogen bonding interactions. Those crystals that featured ex-
tra X· · ·X’ contacts linking the aggregates established by I· · ·Br contacts were removed
from the dataset. The full composition details for each of the 41 crystals satisfying the
above criteria are given in Supplementary Materials Table S1, along with diagrams and
a description of the aggregation pattern, as well as comments of additional intermolecu-
lar interactions whenever relevant. All crystallographic diagrams are original and were
generated employing DIAMOND [40] using the data included in the Crystallographic
Information File obtained from the CSD for each structure. The crystallographic analysis
program PLATON [2] was employed routinely throughout the evaluation of the molecular
packing in the studied crystals.

3. Supramolecular Aggregation Featuring I· · ·Br Secondary-Bonding Interactions

Table 1 provides a summary of the crystals exhibiting I· · ·Br secondary-bonding
interactions described in this survey. In all, there were 41 examples of crystals exhibiting
I· · ·Br interactions [41–75] with key geometric parameters defining the I· · ·Br interaction,
namely the I· · ·Br separation as well as C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I angles included in Table 1,
along with a summary of the supramolecular assembly featuring the I· · ·Br interaction(s),
the CSD REFCODE and literature citation.

Table 1. Summary of geometric parameters (Å,◦) and aggregation features for 1–41.

Crystal d(I· · ·Br) C–I· · ·Br (θ1) C–Br· · ·I (θ2) Motif CSD
REFCODE Ref.

1 3.6830(11) 161.3(2) 102.6(2) Two-molecule–one contact OJACUY [41]

2 3.7397(9) 172.38(19) 85.37(16) Two-molecule–one contact RECROI [42]

3 3.813(3) 117.2(5) 161.2(5) Two-molecule–one contact DUPNIN [43]

4 3.5640(3) 73.4(3) 159.70(4) Centrosymmetric dimer NEYSUG [44]

5 3.6449(9) 160.07(13) 124.72(15) Centrosymmetric dimer LOBHOB [45]

6 3.7068(13) 168.8(2) 102.8(3) Centrosymmetric dimer SIZTED [46]

7 3.7556(4) 93.01(5) 155.75(6) Centrosymmetric dimer QOCSUZ [47]

8 3.8122(5) 117.83(10) 166.26(12) Centrosymmetric dimer KAGQUH [48]

9 3.6927(7) 156.68(11) 130.84(14) Two-molecule–one contact VIXWIL [49]

10 3.5402(4) 169.74(9) 121.58(9) 1-D: linear MUKKUY [50]

11 3.540(2) 173.67(16) 91.44(19) 1-D: linear MAMFIS [51]

12 3.6421(9) 161.23(11) 160.90(13) 1-D: linear SUWKUT [52]
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Table 1. Cont.

Crystal d(I· · ·Br) C–I· · ·Br (θ1) C–Br· · ·I (θ2) Motif CSD
REFCODE Ref.

13 3.6623(10) 155.87(8) 160.15(9) 1-D: linear CIQMEV [53]

14 3.7163(11) 84.5(3) 148.8(3) 1-D: linear CORZER [54]

15 3.7169(12) 149.09(17) 140.37(19) 1-D: linear VIQQIC [55]

16 3.7226(16) 166.3(3) 112.8(3) 1-D: linear HIRHUM [56]

17 3.7228(12) 158.5(2) 135.2(2) 1-D: linear QAPQAC [57]

18 a 3.6869(15) 162.8(2) 161.1(3) 1-D: linear YIRTOJ [58]

3.7413(15) 159.8(3) 156.0(3) 1-D: linear

19 3.7558(13) 84.5(3) 171.2(4) 1-D: linear CABCAM [59]

20 3.6271(4) 166.66(7) 97.45(10) 1-D: linear MESMED [60]

21 3.6011(6) 175.22(11) 103.29(13) 1-D: zigzag YIZFUL [61]

22 3.640(1) 168.25(17) 118.41(17) 1-D: zigzag JIPTEK [62]

23 3.6666(12) 175.7(2) 115.3(2) 1-D: zigzag SELYOY [63]

24 3.691(3) 151.5(4) 126.0(5) 1-D: zigzag JINJUO [64]

25 b 3.7380(17) 127.2(3) 151.3(4) 1-D: zigzag MOZTED [65]

3.7905(14) 126.8(3) 158.3(4)

26 3.8025(5) 127.28(11) 152.94(12) 1-D: zigzag BULZIU [66]

27 3.6889(8) 169.87(9) 138.90(11) 1-D: helical BUNBAQ [66]

28 3.6943(4) 170.95(7) 90.81(11) 1-D: helical CIQLEU [67]

29 3.7136(15) 78.41(9) 170.13(11) 1-D: helical IMURAL [68]

30 3.7281(18) 71.91(14) 161.19(15) 1-D: helical INADIM [68]

31 3.7330(7) 162.62(7) 81.66(7) 1-D: helical IMUQOY [68]

32 3.7592(4) 173.40(6) 104.68(8) 1-D: helical FABWIR [69]

33 3.7631(7) 87.09(15) 168.75(18) 1-D: helical ZIMLIT [70]

34 3.7724(9) 167.18(16) 76.25(18) 1-D: helical WUJYUY [71]

35 3.7966(13) 107.0(3) 160.7(3) 1-D: helical IKUZAR [72]

36 3.7973(9) 103.12(13) 159.62(14) 1-D: helical GUMMEI [73]

37 3.8053(7) 103.40(10) 159.58(11) 1-D: helical GUMLUZ [73]

38 3.8001(10) 165.44(11) 121.92(14) 1-D: helical VEXDAG [74]

39 3.8140(9) 169.03(7) 77.36(8) 1-D: helical IMURUF [68]

40 c 3.7436(5) 158.64(11) 87.49(12) 2-D; flat topology VEGSOR [75]

3.7465(6) 80.73(11) 172.51(12)

41 3.6944(7) 161.40(5) 83.20(5) 3-D INADOS [68]

3.7405(5) 95.99(5) 155.52(5)
a Two independent chains in the crystal; b Two independent molecules associated to form the chain; c Two independent contacts involving
the same iodide atom.

The benchmark for determining the presence of a I· · ·Br (and later in Section 4, X· · ·X
contacts in general) is a comparison of the separation between the two halide atoms to
their respective sum of the van der Waals radii. While this does not imply that there
is no interaction between a pair of halide atoms beyond the sum of the van der Waals
radii [76–79], this criterion was applied to ensure some level of consistency in the analysis.
The following description of the supramolecular assemblies is broken down into zero-
dimensional aggregates (Section 3.1), followed by one-dimensional assemblies (Section
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3.2) and then the relatively small number of two- and three-dimensional architectures
(Section 3.3). Within each category, the aggregates are discussed in terms of increasing
numbers of I· · ·Br interactions featured within the assembly, single component crystals
are described before multi-component crystals and the aggregates are listed in order of
increasing values of the I· · ·Br separations. Before embarking on the description of the
supramolecular aggregation mediated by I· · ·Br interactions, the geometric definitions of
X· · ·X’ halogen bonding need to be stated.

The widely adopted classification of halogen bonding interactions occurring between
halides is illustrated in Figure 2 [80,81].

Figure 2. Schematic showing type-I and type-II interactions occurring between halides.

In a type-I contact, which often occurs around a centre of inversion, the θ1 and θ2
angles subtended at each halide are close to each other and at the extreme, each are 180◦.
Type-I contacts often occur at van der Waals separations and arise from global packing
considerations. These may be found for all halides and can be weakly attractive or repulsive.
Contrasting this symmetric arrangement is the distinctly bent configuration noted for type-
II contacts. Type-II contacts relate to the nature of the interaction, that is, a σ–bonding
interaction between an electrophile and a nucleophile. Such arrangements are more likely
found for the heavier halides, bromide and iodide.

3.1. Zero-Dimensional Aggregates Featuring I· · ·Br Interactions

The chemical diagrams for 1–9, representing molecules presenting I· · ·Br secondary-
bonding interactions in their crystals leading to zero-dimensional aggregates, are shown in
Figure 3. The first structural motif to be described is a two-molecule aggregate having a
single I· · ·Br interaction between them, as found in 1 [41], 2 [42] and 3 [43]. The interaction
occurs between two molecules comprising the crystallographic asymmetric unit, implying
one molecule is functioning as the donor and the other as the acceptor. In 1, four indepen-
dent molecules comprise the asymmetric unit but only two molecules participate in I· · ·Br
interactions. The other pair are also orientated to form a putative I· · ·Br interaction but the
separation is beyond the van der Waals limits (Table S1). In the aggregate formed in 2, a
weaker, supportive Br· · ·Br contact is evident (Table S1). Two prototype aggregates found
in the crystals of 1 and 3, are illustrated in Figure 4a,b, respectively.
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Figure 3. Chemical diagrams for molecules that form I· · ·Br interactions in their crystals leading to
zero-dimensional aggregation patterns (1–9). The atoms highlighted in blue are the atoms forming
the I· · ·Br interaction.

Referring to Table 1, based on the C–I· · ·Br angle of 161.3(2)◦ in 1, the anticipated
I· · ·Br halogen bond is formed consistent with the more polarisable iodide atom accepting
electron density from the bromide atom, which is functioning as an electrophile. The C–
Br· · · I angle of 102.6(2)◦, indicative of a side-on approach, is consistent with this assignment
as it indicates the bromide is functioning as the nucleophile. However, in 3, the opposite
trend is apparent with θ1 = 117.2(5) and θ2 = 161.2(5)◦, where, based on these angle criteria,
the bromide atom is functioning as the electrophile, Table 1. This interchange of roles is
found repeatedly throughout the aggregates discussed in this survey.

The next structural motif also involves two molecules but these are connected over a
centre of inversion via two I· · ·Br contacts. This motif is adopted in the crystals of 4 [44],
5 [45], 6 [46], 7 [47] and 8 [48]. In each of 4 and 6, two independent molecules comprise the
asymmetric unit, but only one self-associates across an inversion centre; in 6, the second
independent molecule associates into a dimer via Br· · ·Br halogen bonding contacts (Table
S1). In 5 and 6, Figure 4c, the iodide atom is functioning as the electrophile, while in 4, 7,
Figure 4d, and 8, the bromide adopts this role.

The sole co-crystal covered in this survey, namely 9 [49], comprises one molecule of
each co-former and these are connected into a two-molecule aggregate via a single I· · ·Br
interaction, Figure 4e. It is noteworthy the C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I angles of 156.68(11) and
130.84(14)◦, respectively, are relatively close together (see below).

Figure 4. Zero-dimensional aggregates in the crystals of (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 6, (d) 7 and (e) co-crystal 9.
Additional colour code: nitrogen, blue; fluoride, plum; boron, teal.
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3.2. One-Dimensional Aggregates Featuring I· · ·Br Interactions

The most populous category among supramolecular architectures in this survey are
supramolecular chains, having linear, zigzag and helical topologies. The chemical diagrams
for the molecules in 10–39 forming the chains are shown in Figure 5. The chains present a
rich diversity of bonding scenarios despite the relative simplicity of the supramolecular
aggregation patterns.

Figure 5. Chemical diagrams for molecules that form I· · ·Br interactions in their crystals, leading to
one-dimensional aggregation patterns (10–39).

Attention is first directed to analysing the linear chains. The prototype assembly with
iodide functioning as the electrophile is illustrated in Figure 6a for 10 [50]. The chains in
crystals of 11 [51] and 16 [56] follow the same trend in terms of bonding. On the other
hand, chains with the bromide atom operating as the electrophile are evident in crystals of
14 [54], Figure 6b, and 19 [59].
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Figure 6. One-dimensional, linear chains in the crystals of (a) 10 and (b) 14.

It was noted above for the zero-dimensional aggregate formed in co-crystal 9 that
the magnitudes of the C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I angles were not greatly dissimilar. This
observation is evident from the data collated in Table 1 for 12 [52], where the angles
differ by less than 1◦, Figure 7a, 13 [53], 15 [55], 17 [57] and 18 [58]; three independent
molecules comprise the asymmetric unit of 18 and two of these self-assemble into a linear
chain. The approximate linearity and near equivalence of the C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I
angles rule out halogen bonding via a type-II interaction; it is likely these contacts have
significant dispersion contributions (see below). A variation to the above is noted in the
linear chain formed in the crystal of 20 [60]. Here, the two iodide and two bromide atoms
of the centrosymmetric molecule engage in I· · ·Br interactions, with the iodide being the
electrophilic centre. The result is the formation of 10–membered {· · · IC3Br}2 synthons and
a linear tape, as highlighted in Figure 7b.

Figure 7. One-dimensional, linear chains in the crystals of (a) 12 and (b) 20.

The next series of one-dimensional chains has I· · ·Br interactions within a zigzag
topology, as found in the crystals of 21 [61], 22 [62], 23 [63], 24 [64], 25 [65] and 26 [66].
The common crystallographic features of the solvent-free crystals, with the exception of
25, are the presence of a single molecule in the asymmetric unit and the generation of the
zigzag chain by glide symmetry. In 25, the two independent molecules associate into a
two-molecule aggregate with the chain propagated by glide symmetry. The crystals of
21, 22, Figure 8a, and 23 feature electrophilic iodide atoms. The remaining zigzag chains,
that is, in crystals 24 [64], 25 [65] and 26 [66], do not exhibit great differences between the
C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I angles, with the former being the wider only in the case of 24; the
chain in 26 is shown in Figure 8b.

Figure 8. One-dimensional, zigzag chains in the crystals of (a) 22 and (b) 26.

Comprising the largest subset of one-dimensional assembles, the are 13 crystals
featuring helical chains, namely 27 [66], 28 [67], 29-31 [68], 32 [69], 33 [70], 34 [71], 35 [72],
36, 37 [73], 38 [74] and 39 [68]. A high degree of homogeneity again exists among the
solvent-free crystals with all helical chains being propagated by 21 screw symmetry. All
but one crystal comprises a single molecule in the asymmetric unit. The exceptional crystal
is 32, where only one of the two independent molecules comprising the asymmetric unit
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forms I· · ·Br interactions and assembles into a helical chain. The chain formed in 27, Figure
9a, is noteworthy for the relatively large number of heteroatoms available for interaction,
whereas 28, Table S1, is notable for its simplicity; both chains feature electrophilic iodide in
accord with expectation. The variously substituted bipyridyl derivatives, 29–31 and 39, are
isostructural and form similar chains despite those in the crystals of 29 and 30 featuring
electrophilic bromide and those in 31, Figure 9b, and 39 having an electrophilic iodide. The
remaining seven crystals are almost evenly divided between electrophilic iodide, namely
32, 34 and 38, and electrophilic bromide, namely 33, Figure 9c, 35 and stereoisomers 36
and 37.

Figure 9. One-dimensional, helical chains in the crystals of (a) 27, (b) 31 and (c) 33.

3.3. Two- and Three-Dimensional Architectures Featuring I· · ·Br Interactions

The two remaining crystals featuring I· · ·Br interactions adopt either a two-dimensional
array in the case of 40 [75] or a three-dimensional architecture as in the crystal of 41 [68];
the crystals are solvent-free. The chemical diagrams for 40 and 41 are given in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Chemical diagrams for molecules that form I· · ·Br interactions in their crystals leading to
two- and three-dimensional aggregation patterns (40 and 41).

An unprecedented mode of association mediated by I· · ·Br interactions is found in
the crystal of 40, Figure 11. Here, both the iodide and bromide atoms form two I· · ·Br
interactions at right angles, indicating each atom functions as an electrophile and nucle-
ophile simultaneously. As the halide atoms occupy positions at the extreme ends of the
molecule, the I· · ·Br interactions define zigzag chains, and a two-dimensional array with
a flat topology is formed. Within the array featuring prominent zigzag chains of type-II
halogen bonding, evidence for reinforcing S=O· · ·π(arene) contacts is apparent, as detailed
in Supplementary Materials, Table S1.
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Figure 11. A view of the two-dimensional array in the crystal of 40.

The molecule in 41 is related to several molecules found to form helical chains in their
crystals, that is, 29–31 and 39, see Figure 9b. Here, by contrast to the earlier examples, both
iodide atoms participate in I· · ·Br contacts but only one of the bromide atoms, which forms
two interactions, providing a bridge. While helical chains are apparent, these are linked by
the second set of I· · ·Br interactions into a three-dimensional assembly, as represented in
Figure 12.

Figure 12. A view of the three-dimensional array in the crystal of 41.

4. Relation to Congeners

The second component of the present analysis involves the evaluation of the propen-
sity of X· · ·X’ formation in direct congeners of 1–41. To accomplish this, the CSD was
evaluated for the presence of structures analogous to 1–41, where any halides present in
those molecules, participating in I· · ·Br contacts or otherwise, were allowed to be any
of fluoride, chloride, bromide and iodide. After removing molecules exhibiting disorder
which could impact upon the supramolecular association, there were 11 sets of congeners.
While the majority of the structures had one or two congeners only, several had more
than that, with the subset of congeners related to 29 numbering an impressive 14 con-
geners (including 30, 31, 39 and 41). Structural details for the congeners are included in
Supplementary Materials, Table S2.

Five structures, namely 2, 9, 14, 18 and 23, each had a single congener. In the congener
of 2 [42], where the bromide in the di-substituted phenyl—that is, not participating in
the I· · ·Br contact—is replaced by chloride, the I· · ·Br interaction persists, leading to a
two-molecule aggregate featuring a single contact but at the limit of the van der Waals radii.
In the isostructural congener of co-crystal 9, where the 1,10-phenanthroline-bound bromide
was replaced by a chloride [49], an equivalent I· · ·Cl contact is formed within the two-
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molecule aggregate. The positions of the iodide and bromide atoms were interchanged in
the congener of 14 [82], and while the molecules are orientated to form a linear chain as for
14, the I· · ·Br separation is beyond the van der Waals limit. Similarly, the bromide/iodide
isomer of 18 lacks I· · ·Br interactions [83]. The only congener of 23 is the isostructural
all-iodide derivative, and an equivalent zigzag chain features I· · · I interactions [63].

The congeners reported for 3 do not have isostructural relationships in terms of space
group symmetry and unit-cell characteristics. The congeners are the all-bromide [43] and
all-chloride [84] derivatives and these present Br· · ·Br and Cl· · ·Cl contacts, respectively,
to generate a two-molecule aggregate akin to that in the crystal of 3. By contrast, strict
isostructural relationships are apparent for most of the congeners of 20 and 21. There are
three congeners for 20. In the first, the bromide atoms were replaced by chloride, and in
the isostructural crystal, the chain features I· · ·Cl interactions [60]. In the isostructural
all-bromide congener [85], Br· · ·Br contacts are apparent, see Table S2. Apparent are longer
Br· · ·Br contacts beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii. There is a polymorph of the
isostructural all-bromide congener [85] in which each independent Br· · ·Br interaction
identified in the isostructural crystal now occurs at separations less than the sum of the van
der Waals radii, resulting in a two-dimensional array with a distinctive zigzag topology, as
represented in the plan view of Figure 13. In the case of 21, the iodide atom was replaced
by bromide in both known congeners and in one of these, the phenyl-bound bromide
was substituted by chloride [61]. The isostructural crystals feature Br· · ·Br and Br· · ·Cl
interactions within zigzag chains.

Figure 13. A view of the two-dimensional array in the crystal of a polymorph of the all-bromide
congener of 20 (see text).

A complete series of isostructural crystals is known for the congeners of 40. Thus,
crystals with the four-position of the phenyl ring occupied by iodide, bromide, chloride
and fluoride are available [75]. Here, each of the halides participate in a zigzag chain
comprising I· · ·X interactions. In the chloride congener, 40_Cl, one I· · ·Cl is equivalent
to the sum of the van der Waals radii, while for the fluoride congener, 40_F, both I· · · F
separations are longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii (3.45 Å)—these structures
are included for completeness of the discussion.

The availability of several series of isostructural crystals prompted an evaluation of
the geometric parameters defining the X· · ·X’ interactions. The analysis was restricted to
crystal structure determinations carried out under the same experimental conditions in
order to ensure, as much as possible, a valid comparison between the derived data for each
series [86,87].

The geometric data for the X· · ·X’ interactions in the four series of isostructural struc-
tures discussed up until now are collated in Table 2. An evaluation of the data enables
the identification of several salient observations among the data. In the three series of
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structures based on 20, 21 and 23, the heavier halide is always functioning as the elec-
trophile, in accordance with expectation. Further, as judged by the percentages calculated
for [d(X · · ·X)/ ∑ vdW], relative to the van der Waals radii, interactions involving the heav-
ier halide are relatively shorter. No apparent correlations are noted between the d(X · · ·X)
and either of C–X· · ·X’ and C–X’· · ·X. There is also a lack of clear correlation amongst the
data assembled for congeners of 40; the % [d(X · · ·X)/ ∑ vdW] data for one interaction in
40_Cl (100%) and both interactions in 40_F (>100%) indicate these contacts are at or beyond
the sums of the van der Waals radii, respectively. The lack of correlation in d(I · · ·X′) is
seen, for example, in the type-II contacts involving the longer of the I· · ·X’ separations
when X’ = I and F, but the shorter I· · ·X’ contacts when X’ is Br and Cl. However, there
is a systematic decrease in the magnitude of the C–I· · ·X’ angles, passing from iodide to
fluoride, and a parallel relationship among the C–X’· · · I angles, although the latter trend
is less convincing. In the same way, there are systematic decreases in the C–X’· · · I and
C–I· · ·X’ angles, respectively, for the type-II interactions formed by the X’ partner.

Table 2. Summary of geometric parameters (Å,◦) in congeners of 20, 21, 23 and 40.

Crystal X X’ d(X· · ·X’) C–X· · ·X’ (θ1) C–X’· · ·X (θ2) %[d(X· · ·X)/ΣvdW] a CSD REFCODE Ref.

20 I Br 3.6271(4) 166.66(7) 97.45(10) 94.7 MESMED [60]

20_Cl I Cl 3.5373(9) 166.82(10) 99.27(14) 94.8 MESMIH [60]

21 I Br 3.6011(6) 175.22(11) 103.29(13) 94.0 YIZFUL [61]

21_Br Br Br 3.5512(5) 175.86(9) 100.68(9) 96.0 YIZFOF [61]

21_Cl Br Cl 3.4969(6) 174.70(6) 100.98(7) 97.1 YIZFIZ [61]

23_I I I 3.7541(7) 173.90(16) 112.67(16) 94.8 SELYUE [63]

23 I Br 3.6666(12) 175.7(2) 115.3(2) 95.7 SELYOY [63]

40_X = I I I 3.9277(8) 160.50(19) 88.39(19) 99.2 VEGSIL [75]

3.8761(9) 83.8(2) 175.2(2) 97.9

40 I Br 3.7436(5) 158.64(11) 87.49(12) 97.7 VEGSOR [75]

3.7465(6) 80.73(11) 172.51(12) 97.8

40_X = Cl I Cl 3.6890(9) 156.80(8) 87.45(12) 98.9 VEGSUX [75]

3.7310(11) 78.73(8) 169.42(13) 100.0

40_X = F I F 3.742(2) 152.21(9) 80.44(16) 109.5 VEGTAE [75]

3.512(3) 69.70(9) 159.44(19) 108.1
a %[d(X · · ·X)/ ∑ vdW] = [d(X · · ·X)/ ∑(van der Waals radii (X, X′))]× 100.

Next, attention is directed to the final two series of congeners, which also serve to
highlight some of the observations above. There are six congeners for 16 and the chemical
diagrams for these are given in Figure 14a. Three of the congeners, 16_Br [88], 16_I2 [89]
and 16_Cl [90], are isostructural, at least in terms of unit-cell symmetry. As for 16, a
linear chain occurs in the crystal of 16_Br but features Br· · ·Br interactions. Despite the
isostructural relationship, no X· · ·X’ contacts less than the van der Waals radii are apparent
in the crystals of 16_I2 and 16_Cl. Nevertheless, if two independent X· · ·X’ contacts
longer than the van der Waals radii are considered (see Table S2 for geometric details),
supramolecular tapes are apparent, as shown for 16_I2 in Table S2. No separations less than
the van der Waals radii are noted in the crystals of 16_Cl2 [91]. It is noted that long type-II
Br· · ·Br and Br· · ·Cl interactions link molecules into a layer and these are connected into a
three-dimensional array via long, type-II Cl· · ·Cl contacts. Details and images are given in
Table S2. Short Br· · ·Br separations across a centre of inversion are apparent in the crystal
of 16_F [92], leading to the dimeric aggregate illustrated in Figure 14b. Finally, in 16_FI [93],
two independent molecules comprise the asymmetric unit, and one of these assembles into
a zigzag chain (glide-symmetry) via type-II I· · · I interactions, as shown in Figure 14c.
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Figure 14. (a) Chemical diagrams for the congeners of 16, (b) the centrosymmetric dimer in 16_F
(d(Br· · ·Br) = 3.5526(9) Å; 2 × C–Br· · ·Br = 140.32(10)◦) and (c) a view of the zigzag, one-dimensional
chain in the crystal of 16_FI (d(I· · · I) = 3.7476(15) Å; C–I· · · I = 161.58(4)◦ and C–I· · · I = 109.34(4)◦).

Arguably the most perplexing series of structures is noted for the set of hexahalo-
genated 4,4’-bipyridine congeners which are isostructural, crystallising solvent-free in the
orthorhombic space group P212121, Z’ = 1 and with similar unit-cell parameters [68]; see
Table S2 for details. The chemical diagrams and numbering scheme for the 14 congeners
are given in Figure 15a. Five of the crystals feature I· · ·Br interactions and were described
above. Thus, 29–31 assemble into helical chains (21 screw symmetry) along the a-axis, 39
into a two-dimensional array and 41 into a three-dimensional framework. Indeed, this se-
ries is a microcosm for all the aggregates discussed in this survey, as three of the congeners
are classified as isolated molecules based on the strict application of the van der Waals
criterion. Compound 29_1 does not feature any close X· · ·X’ contacts but in 29_2 and 29_3,
Br· · ·Br (3.7441(15) Å) and I· · ·Br (3.7327(17) Å) contacts a little beyond the sum of the van
der Waals radii are found in the molecules related by 21 screw symmetry aligned along
the a-axis. Helical chains are found in each of 30_1, 30_2, 30_Br and 30_I featuring I· · ·Cl,
Br· · ·Br, Br· · ·Br and I· · · I interactions, respectively. A two-dimensional array occurs in
the crystal of 29_4, Figure 15b. As noted by the authors of the original report [68], the
molecule in 29_4 was the outlier among the 14 congeners in terms of its conformation, with
an almost orthogonal relationship between the pyridyl rings and the other molecules being
relatively homogeneous. The characteristic helical chain occurs along the a-axis, as for most
of the assemblies, and these feature type-II Br· · ·Br interactions; see the caption to Figure 15
for the geometric parameters. These are linked into a two-dimensional array via I· · ·Br
interactions with geometric characteristics, indicating a bonding situation intermediate
between type-I and type-II bonding. In this assembly, one bromide atom connects to both
iodide and bromide while the other only participates in Br· · ·Br interactions. The crystal of
41_1 resembles closely the three-dimensional architecture illustrated for 41 in Figure 12,
with the X· · ·X’ contacts involving iodide atoms exclusively (Table S2).
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Figure 15. (a) Chemical diagrams for the congeners of 29 and (b) a view of the two-dimensional array
in the crystal of 29_4 (d(Br· · ·Br) = 3.565(2) Å; C–Br· · ·Br = 165.29(11)◦ and C–Br· · ·Br = 73.51(11)◦)
and (d(I· · ·Br) = 3.749(2) Å; C–I· · ·Br = 125.61(10)◦ and C–Br· · · I = 157.27(11)◦).

5. Overview

In all, 41 crystals featured at least one I· · ·Br interaction operating independently
of other obvious intermolecular contacts and lacking additional X· · ·X’ halogen bonding
interactions in the crystal. In nine instances, these led to zero-dimensional aggregates,
always comprising two molecules. There were 30 supramolecular chains with linear
(11), zigzag (6) and helical (13) topologies. One crystal had a two-dimensional assembly
featuring I· · ·Br interactions and there was also a single example of a three-dimensional
architecture featuring I· · ·Br interactions. In the majority of crystals, the participating
molecule I· · ·Br interactions formed, on average, a single contact. However, there were
three examples where, on average, the participating molecule formed half a contact (1–3).
Conversely, there were two examples, that is, 40 and 41, where there were two I· · ·Br
interactions per molecule.

Referring to Figure 2, in the present survey there were both type-I and type-II contacts
between iodide and bromide. While for a type-I interaction, the values of θ1 and θ1 are
anticipated to be close to each other and generally greater than 130◦, in a type-II interaction,
the values of θ1 and θ2 hover around 90 and 180◦, respectively. From the foregoing survey
of the aggregation patterns in 1–41 and the values tabulated in Table 1, there is a deviation
from expectation for the type-II contacts, as commented upon above. When forming I· · ·Br
contacts, iodide might be expected to function as the electrophile and bromide to fulfil
the role as nucleophile in accord with the greater polarizability of iodide with respect
to bromide.

With reference to the data in Table 1, there are 45 independent I· · ·Br contacts among
the 41 structures; there are 41 if interactions where the iodide atom forms two contacts are
ignored, as in crystals 40 and 41. Type-I contacts, where the difference between θ1 and θ2
angles is less than 10◦, are found for five interactions, in crystals 12, 13, 15 and 18. A second
group comprising eight interactions has a difference between θ1 and θ2 angles greater than
10◦ but less than 40◦, as in crystals 5, 9, 17, 24, 25, 26 and 27, and might be considered an
intermediate bonding situation between the type I and type II extremes. The remaining 28
I· · ·Br interactions can be classified as type-II contacts. For these contacts, iodide functions
as the electrophile in 16 of these, and bromide in 12 cases. For the three crystals featuring
two contacts per iodide, the iodide atom is bifunctional, acting as both an electrophile
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and a nucleophile at the same time. Clearly, further high-level computational chemistry is
required in order to further understand the true nature of the bonding in these systems.

Keeping in mind that the discussion revolves around inherently weak intermolecular
interactions and that the electronic nature of the halide can be readily moderated by the
atoms forming the covalent bond to the halide, this observation of an interplay between
electrophilic/nucleophilic roles for iodide and bromide is perhaps not so surprising.

While it is ingrained in the supramolecular chemistry community that when analysing
intermolecular contacts correlations involving bond lengths and angles are always going
to be challenging [94,95], it was thought of interest to ascertain any trends in the I· · ·Br
separations in the 28 examples where type-II halogen bonding interactions are evident. The
average I· · ·Br separation for all 28 examples computes to 3.716 Å. This is longer than the
average value for type-II I· · ·Br contacts with 3.690 Å and conversely, shorter than 3.752 Å,
being the average for type-II Br . . . I contacts. It is noted there are almost overlapping
ranges of the separations, that is, 3.540 to 3.814 Å and 3.564 to 3.813 Å for type-II I· · ·Br and
Br· · · I contacts, respectively. Based on this limited database of structures, and if shorter
separations correspond to stronger interactions, type-II I· · ·Br contacts tend to be stronger
than their type-II Br· · · I analogues. A comment on the C–I· · ·Br and C–Br· · · I angles for
the type-II halogen bonding is also made, if nothing more than for the record. For the
C–I· · ·Br interactions, the average values of θ1 and θ2 were 169.2 and 77.4◦, respectively;
the ranges of θ1 and θ2 were 161.3 to 175.7◦ and 76.3 to 121.9◦, respectively. The equivalent
values for the C–Br· · · I angles were 159.6 and 103.4◦, respectively; the ranges were 148.8 to
171.2◦ and 71.9 to 117.8◦, respectively. These limited data tend to indicate type-II I· · ·Br
interactions are more linear than their type-II Br· · · I equivalents and angles greater than
175◦ are rare.

Next, an evaluation of the pervasiveness of I· · ·Br interactions in 1–41 was undertaken.
A search of the CSD was conducted for crystals containing both C–I and C–Br bonds. This
returned 212 (uncorrected) hits. Therefore, unsupported I· · ·Br interactions are found in
over 22% of all crystals where this interaction can potentially form and where there are
no other halogen bonding interactions at separations less than van der Waals distances.
If the latter restriction is removed, the percentage adoption of I· · ·Br halogen-bonds in
crystals rises to at least 27% of all structures. This less than the 33% adoption rate of the
{· · ·O=COH}2 dimer synthon in organic crystals [96].

Of the 41 crystals, nine crystallised with multiple molecules in the asymmetric unit.
While in 25, each of the two independent molecules formed on average one I· · ·Br interac-
tion, this pattern was not repeated in the other eight crystals. In 2 and 3, each with two
independent molecules connected by a single I· · ·Br interaction, indicates, on average,
half of an I· · ·Br interaction per molecule. A similar situation pertains in 1, where two
of the four independent molecules form, on average, half an interaction through dimer
formation. In 18, two of three independent molecules participate in comparable I· · ·Br
interactions. In each of 4, 6, 32 and 34, only one of the two independent molecules forms
I . . . Br interactions. This overview suggests there is no inherent propensity of molecules to
form an I· · ·Br interaction. In keeping with this conclusion, it is noted that 10 out of the 41
molecules included in the discussion herein feature two (9) or three (1) iodide atoms. Yet,
only in the case of 41 were two iodide atoms engaged in the formation of I· · ·Br contacts.

The persistence of the I· · ·Br halogen bonding interactions was also evaluated in their
structural congeners. Eleven of the 41 crystals had congeners resulting in another 30 crystals
for analysis. Generally, when heavier iodide and bromide were present in the congeners,
related X· · ·X’ halogen bonding interactions giving similar supramolecular aggregation
patterns were observed, but not always so, such as in instances where separations were
longer than the sum of the respective van der Waals radii, for example, in the congeners
of 2 and 18. When the halide was lighter, as in chloride and fluoride, in accordance with
expectation, the X· · ·X’ interactions were less likely to persist, for example, in the congeners
of 3.
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Seven of the congeners exhibited strict isostructural relationships in terms of space
group symmetry. Even then, several anticipated X· · ·X’ interactions were beyond the van
der Waals radii, sometimes at relatively great separations. In some of the series, different
aggregation patterns were apparent despite the isostructural relationships, most notably for
the congeners of 16 and 29. This observation is particularly true for the latter series where
a full range of aggregation patterns, namely, none, zero-, one-, two- and three-dimensional,
based on X· · ·X’ halogen bonding was noted. This observation invites the possibility of
the scenario where molecule crystals condense from solution and optimise all possible
intermolecular contacts to establish the most stable crystalline manifold, which may not
necessarily include all or even some of the possible X· · ·X’ interactions.

Consistent with the abovementioned information, systematic variations in geometric
parameters were not generally apparent, even among isostructural series; some evidence
for increasing strength of X· · ·X’ interactions, following the order I > Br > Cl > F, was noted
see Table 2. The axiom concerning detecting trends in intermolecular interactions, which
are inherently weak, notwithstanding [94,95], might have anticipated that with isostruc-
tural relationships existing in several series where there was the adoption of a common
aggregation pattern along with consistent type-II halogen bonding, such correlations might
be possible. However, this was not the case.

6. Conclusions

The presence of standalone I· · ·Br interactions in crystals devoid of other halogen
bonding has been established in over 22% of instances where these can occur. A range of
supramolecular aggregation patterns feature these interactions, with the majority (75%)
being supramolecular chains. Similarly, a full range of bonding possibilities are evident,
including type-I, type-II and in between. When type-II bonding was apparent, the partici-
pating σ–hole was implied to reside on the iodide in approximately two-thirds of the cases,
with one-third involving the σ–hole of the bromide atom. Sophisticated computational
chemistry will be required to resolve this issue, but these observations point to a high
degree of flexibility in the formation of I· · ·Br interactions. An investigation of the presence
of congeners revealed over a quarter of the identified crystals have congeners, with the
majority having at least one isostructural mate. While the establishment of isostructural
relationships is encouraging and offers the opportunity of fine tuning in terms of tailoring
properties of crystals, in many cases distinct aggregation patterns were noted. This implied
whatever the strength and directionality of X· · ·X’ interactions, these are subject to other
imperatives during the crystallisation process, the most obvious and perhaps most difficult
being global molecular packing considerations. Clearly, this is a fertile area in crystal engi-
neering worthy of further detailed investigation, which would only benefit from controlled
crystallisation experiments with supporting computational chemistry.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/cryst11040433/s1, Table S1: Details of composition, images and geometric details in crystals
featuring I· · ·Br interactions in 1–41 and Table S2: Details of composition, images, unit-cell details
and geometric details in congener crystals featuring putative X· · ·X interactions.
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